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About


company
We are a pioneering company with vast experience in Solar Engineering &
Consultancy, Installation, Maintenance, Testing and Commissioning. We
offer to our clients a solid background in carrying out projects from the
evaluation to the design phase through to the implementation and
subsequent monitoring and maintenance in residential buildings,
commercial buildings and farms. Additionally, we provide solar energy
system solutions from residential to utility scale at their early stage of
design process to inform further development of the design and
construction. This helps to evaluate and prioritize options for reducing
energy demand cost effectively.


In addition, we provide solar energy products that can supply electricity
and other energy carriers such as heat and/or water. Furthermore, we can
offer end-user services direct to customers by establishing experienced
and highly qualified engineers.


Following increased calls from the Renewables Sector for more qualified
professionals to operate in the Solar Energy industry, we also provide
Continuing Professional Development Courses in a range of different
fields such as solar energy and energy management.
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SOLAR PV INSTALLATIONS,
MAINTENANCE, TESTING &
COMMISSIONING

Solar PV Installations

Our experienced team of engineering, electrical, and
contracting

professionals

workwith

utilities,

onsite

client representatives, and local skilled labour pools
to

plan,develop,

and

implement

high-quality

solar

arrays.

We Provide:
Solar Engineering, Procurement and

Our innovative approach to solar development can help local

Construction Service

authorities

Project & Site managemen

contribute

Health & Safet

security.
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energy

Civil work
Mechanical Work

Buildings, car parks, unused or low-grade farmland and closed

Electrical Work

landfill sites can all be used to produce energy - whether they are

Off-Grid System

council owned assets, or belonging to local landowners.

Solar PV Mounting Systems
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Operation and
Maintenance
SolarTech-UK o!ers competitive and customizable Operations and Maintenance
(O&M)options and inspections to ensure that your renewable energy investment
will operateat peak e"ciency for decades. SolarTech-UK have the skills and
expertise to maintainyour solar energy investments.
Our O&M experience is extensive and encompasses a broad selection of services
fromroutine preventative maintenance, to pro-active monitoring of system
performance.Regardless of size or type, our team of O&M experts can develop a
customized plan foryour organization or o!er one of our standardized plans to best
suit your needs.

O&M‘s tasks are carried out by our highly qualified and experienced
personnel behind them, orienting us to the customer with maximum security
so that his plant operates under the most demanding quality conditions. In
addition, we have monitoring team that monitors the performance of all
plants operating, working 24 hours a day to anticipate any incident in the
plant.
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Preventative Operations and Maintenance
Our O&M packages are created with your specific facility needs in mind, to ensure that your system is always operating at peak
efficiency and providing maximum financial return.

Preventative Plan Maintenanc
O&M Warranty Administratio
Accelerated field respons
IV curve tracin
Diagnoses

2. Repairs and Inspections
Our O&M packages are created with your specific facility needs in mind, to ensure that your system is always operating at peak
efficiency and providing maximum financial return.

System Commissioning & Decommissionin
Investigate and Recommend Solutions for Under performanc
SCADA upgrade
Inverter Troubleshootin
Repair & Replacemen
Module Replacement
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Testing &
Commissioning
Our team is made up of qualified personnel with extensive experience in
photovoltaicprojects. An experience gained by working in di!erent continents, with
di!erenttechnologies over the years. We have adapted to the evolution of the
sector to continueproviding a quality service.
Our commissioning work is fundamentally framed within the framework of the IEC
62446 standard. In such a way that we guarantee that the requirements for the
correct operation and performance of the installations that make up the PV plant
are met. In addition to this reference standard, we work on quality inspections
based on the IEC 61215 standard. All this under the quality standard ISO 9001.

Testing:

Continuity of protective earthing and/or equipotential bonding inspection
-Earthing resistance measurement
-Polarity Testin
-PV string open circuit/short circuit test
-PV strings I-V curv
-Insulation Resistance Testin
-IR-camera tests according to IEC 62446 for all strings and AC boxes, all bus bar connections, circuit breakers and PV module
-VLF Hi-POT MV Cable testing
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2. Commissioning
Visual inspection of mechanical and electrical installations
Electrical verification and measurements in DC and AC
systems
PV module power measurement and curves IV
Thermographic inspection of electrical connections and
photovoltaic modules
Support in availability testing
Verification and calculation in Performance Ratio tests
Documentation for verification during Commissioning
Evaluation of production
Realization or supervision of the energisation plan
Coordination and support to the different systems to
successfully achieve the energisation of the equipment and
the PV Plant.
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